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A debate was going in a T.V. Channel with the persons of ’Men’s Protection Platform’, when 

I was writing this article. They were arguing against reservation for women in the pretext that 

it not only troubles men but spoils the whole society. Proceeding further, they said that in a 

country like India where women who have the most respected position need not step out of 

the house at all. They were offering a series of absurd reasons to justify that this is against 

nature. Their stand, on the whole, was that women’s genes were not complementary to this 

and as woman is biologically incapable woman’s struggle for equality and autonomy 

including reservation was unnatural as well as hazardous. There is nothing new, after all, in 

this kind of stand or aggressive propositions of those supreme men-folk who had taken part in 

the debate. Curiously, these respected men who were presenting their ideas through the 

debate did not even once look squarely at the ladies who had sat for discussions (K.S. Vimala 

and Sheela Ramanathan). They did not talk facing them, either. Must be out of reverence! I 

pitied them in woman’s instinctive compassion! 

Still there is a specific reason for mentioning this. This had to be cited in order to reiterate 

why it is inevitable for woman’s protest to be decisively different from the other protests of 

the community in its characteristics, objectives and the structure of its execution. Generally, it 

is said that a similarity may be identified between the dalit and women’s movements and 

protest. But we may recognize pretty clearly that both of them have been constructing models 

of protest inevitable and unique to themselves. Challenges before women are more subtle and 

complex in many perspectives. It is possible to recognize very abstract and hazy forms of 
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protest all through the history of feminism. But it is not easy to classify and discuss them as 

different and specific models. Woman’s resistances lie hidden in masks hard to be discerned 

without the help of a deliberate search. 

The discussion may be begun with the origin of the protest. It is one facet of truth that protest 

is a fundamental characteristic of beings; the other is incessantly active in suppressing the 

protest. Another facet is that with regard to woman efforts to undo this which is a biological 

characteristic and orienting it to the systems expected forms have met with success in excess 

incessantly. The system keeps on contriving innovative action plans to destroy the base of the 

protest both biologically and intellectually. The original ideology behind this perspective is 

that protest is abnormal to woman. This artificial and spurious ideological perspective has 

been firmly established in the concepts of the ultimate truth, the social and ethical values and 

a healthy community and family. 

Patriarchy accomplishes this through its extraordinary action plans. It’s very basic effort is to 

prevent woman’s protest from attaining clarity and form. Room has been made for this in the 

very structure of the value system of the community. By formulating several such mindsets as 

woman’s ’fate’, ’plight’, ’accommodation’, ’the best is your lot’, ’forgiveness and 

forbearance they name is woman’, ’ideal woman’ it goes on shrinking the possibility and 

potence of woman’s protest and the probability of change in woman’s condition. The 

perspectives of woman’s protest become hazy and abstract for this reason making the history 

of woman’s protest very complex. If the history of woman’s protest is compared with that of 

other protests, clear proof or authenticity available for the former is minimal. That is why the 

history of woman’s protest has to be, in most of the cases, deliberately constructed by us with 

effort; we have to reconstruct it by putting together the loose links. 

Whenever the history of woman’s protest is discussed, the ‘lack of organization’ remarked by 

Simon de Beauvoir is proved beyond doubt even during the present times. Lack of 

organization is one of the basic challenges facing woman at all times. The ultimate success of 

the system, it appears, is in retaining it to be a fundamental challenge. The system is ever 

active in formulating strategies of action according to the changing times and circumstances. 

This aspect becomes evident if the arguments put forth by the contenders of reservation for 

women or the manner in which woman’s effort for an autonomous life are being restrained 

and snuffed out. 
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The features of the protest appear in other areas, that is, mainly in the mainstream, as forms 

of protest and art simultaneously. These are discussed zealously as models of art. They are 

flaunted proudly in the actual history of a community. But, in the case of women, most of the 

times, they look like clues hidden in art. They are very rarely discussed as models of art. 

The very issue of the cultural features of woman’s protest is not subject to simple definition. 

The first point is that the fundamental element of the relation between woman’s protest and 

cultural features is ’conflict’. It appears that unimaginable possibilities of the conflict are 

explored in this complex and multifaceted conflict. 

Broadly it is a history of the conflict between cultural efforts by woman to procure 

authenticity for her personality and the efforts of even the system to dissolve such creative 

protests into the established cultural and accepted values. The first challenge that faces us in 

this effort is that it is not easy to discern the masked faces of the efforts to dissolve the 

cultural features of woman’s protest into the accepted values of the community. They appear 

even in the form of an illusion that they not merely ameliorate woman’s changed status but 

even appear to be a progress, economic independence and modernity etc. 

To continue the discussion with an illustration, advertisement and woman may be chosen. It 

is generally interpreted as a process of woman becoming modern protesting against and 

walking out of the traditional and constrained life. I do not completely deny the possibility 

and the potence of the process. But the issue is with the manner in which woman is 

eventually being used. The women taking part in advertisements may be classified into two 

categories: body-based interpretation and personality-based interpretation. 

In sex-based advertisements, woman is certainly used in the perspective of ’a commercial 

commodity’. For the cigarette smoked by man, his shaving cream, the bike and car run by 

him, moreover even for his undergarments an ill-clad woman in a sensual posture is used. 

How are the personality-based advertisements? A ’good’ wife like ’a side dish with tea’, an 

’ideal’ mother, an ’ideal’ daughter-in-law. ‘Ideal’, or ‘model’ or ’good’ needs no explanation. 

Advertisements that project that woman should wear herself out for the family are abundant. 

Those that symbolize woman’s individuality, personality or achievement of self-confidence 

are almost nil. 
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As a continuation of this, mention may be made of even beauty contests. These contests are 

shameless trades of ostentatious auctioning of woman. These contests in the guise of social 

service are infectors of globalization. Avoiding these contests is not merely necessary but 

inevitable too for a healthy society. 

Though, apparently, woman seems to have obtained these arenas through protest, what kind 

of cultural features are they? For me, at least, they look like a powerful perpetuation of 

woman of patriarchal expectation. Her sex-based personality is being exploited here in all its 

possibilities. On the other hand, they look like efforts to further affirm woman’s personality 

of compliance and subordination. What else can they be interpreted to be when they are 

making a commodity of woman more seriously, though they are, apparently, paths to 

liberation? Where is the protest here? What is its cultural profile? 

 I am, indeed, discussing the whole issue in the form of gender politics. I have little doubt 

whatsoever that it is inevitable too. 

Let us discuss another example in dance form, one of the major fields of art. For what reasons 

is Radha’s dance expressing her extraordinary love for Krishna admired? Is it as a woman 

attracted by another man though she has a husband? Is it the inevitability of being unable to 

express her anxieties and turmoil? Is it the weird way of life? Is it the skill of the female 

dancer to articulate the sentiments? It is rarely admired as Radha’s life, as a resistance, as her 

courage and as a natural human desire. Admiration is for the dancer’s skill of playing the 

emotions and not for the state of mind Radha may represent or her point of view or the 

irrepressible attraction between man and woman, its possibilities —none of these. The very 

personality of Radha is fundamentally a resistance to the values of a system with regard to 

woman. But the mainstream brushes this very element of resistance aside to insignificance 

and is interested only in projecting it as an eternal amorous tale of Radha and Krishna. The 

challenge Radha might have posed to the issues of marriage and marital life, the anxiety this 

might have stirred in the community, the questions that might have faced Radha —none of 

these become important. The relation between Radha and Krishna is accepted —within the 

defensive armour that it is an association with the divine. But isn’t there the sensual element 

too in their relationship? They are not content with stuffing any amount of sweet amorous 

sentiment (sensuality) beneath the outer cover of devotion. What does it speak of when an 

artist enacts the amorous sentiment forgetting herself? Is it the expression of her passion for 

life with regard to Krishna? Is it the expression of resistance which is exploring metaphysical 
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association and life association and life-association beyond the restrictions of the system 

outside the purview of marriage? Is it mere perpetuation of the perspective of woman ’only as 

a body’ from time immemorial? Eventually the expression of the amorous sentiment here is a 

method of obtaining from woman for satiating its eyes and senses in the pretext of the value 

of art, to the extent that it is impossible even to imagine that the expression of the amorous 

sentiment may have the potential for her resistance. 

But this can never be discussed as the personal decision of an individual called Radha. Look 

at the subtlety with which the system manages it. It becomes successful in preventing even 

Radha’s cultural feature from becoming a feature of resistance and retains its ‘status quo’ by 

transforming it into the accepted cultural profile of pure art. 

Umpteen examples may be given for the models of resistance being burnt in the digestive fire 

of patriarchy. If metaphors are symbols of pure genius for men in cultural fields, they are an 

unavoidable necessity for women. Women who incessantly strive for the authenticity of their 

personality yearn to express in a subtle way what they cannot do explicitly. Many times 

metaphors are women’s hideouts too. I feel that Radha, Akkamahadevi and others are the 

cultural manifestations of hideouts as far as women are concerned. Women are making 

innumerable efforts in all fields through Radha and Akka in their own perspectives of protest 

by hiding and merging their protests. Pushpamala who painted the first nude picture, the 

protests faced by films like Water and Fire for the sake of their subjects —all bear the 

objective of destroying the cultural features of resistance. 

 

As if in correspondence with this the opportunity received by women in the field of 

spirituality during the age of bhakti cult in the middle ages may be discussed. The 

opportunity woman received there had been discussed with pride and excitement as if it was a 

permanent liberation for her from all the problems of the stratified system. But it was 

welcomed and honoured essentially because in reality opportunity in spirituality was in no 

way harmful to the continuation of the status quo in the system. It is impossible to interpret 

woman’s passing on to spirituality as her conquest without any deliberation on woman’s 

conditions, her exploitation, etc., without any need for any movement or without solving 

them. Our female vachana writers are the only exception to this. Their attempt to win or 

transcend the system was the summit of intense social awareness or self-awareness. They 
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tried to build an alternative moral value system vis-a-vis the moral values of the system 

which tried to encumber her repeatedly with moral values for her. That is why, for female 

vachana writers, devotion and spirituality are a personal exploration as well as a resistance. 

The process of authenticating the cultural features of protest as social values has just now 

begun as it was possible for the female vachana writers to transform their resistance into a 

value. Today’s need is that this has to gain acceleration. 
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